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Abstract
This paper examines how Derrida’s “generalized translation” is taken up as posing the fundamen-
tal theoretical question underpinning Mandair’s book. Tracing Mandair’s understanding of 
translation through Saiko’s concept of co-figuration, this article examines the Kantian origins of 
this understanding and then details how Derrida departs radically from these origins in his 
account of the untranslatability of religion. Derrida, by distinguishing generalization from 
difference and repetition, offers an account of difference that is not simply repeated in non-
Christian traditions but which is already irreducibly present within each.
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Arvind-Pal S. Mandair’s task in Religion and the Specter of the West (hereafter 
Specter), is to deconstruct the non-transparent processes of translation in 
which the concept of religion was introduced and universalized throughout 
specific episodes of India’s colonial history. Focusing on Sikh literatures, 
Mandair exposes how regimes of translation produced monotheistic versions 
of Sikhism that enabled their incorporation into a Christian ideology of colo-
nial politics in India: they reduced Sikhism “to a sui generis religion by repre-
senting tradition as the repetition of an origin or an original event . . . from a 
tradition of a Christian philosophical theology and used to manufacture a 
‘Sikh theology’ (Mandair 2009: 29-30). The graphing and plotting of these 
different traditions as analogous and transferable became an exercise of impe-
rial commodity/exchange whose rhetoric of “world religions” was sold with 
the promise of a benign pluralism of different traditions held together in a 
humanistic embrace. Drawing on the intellectual history of the colonial tax-
onomy of Indic traditions, Mandair is critical of the invisibility with which 
the schematizing of “world religions” has been enabled by and has enabled “an 
art of generalized translation.” What Mandair undertakes in this work is a 
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radical critique of the “fundamental translatability” of the concept of religion 
that exposes the processes of its universalisation for Indians for whom “reli-
gion” has no equivalent term. “Religion” becomes the default response—as an 
intellectual project of self-representation—to a politics of colonial interpella-
tion which depends on mechanisms that establish noncoincidence—an inad-
equate analogy—between an unchanging and ahistorical Sikhism and the West. 
Such mechanisms make possible for the latter to appropriate and control the 
former by invisibly reproducing and referencing itself (Mandair 2009: 33). 
Sikhism is thus a particular case study in which to consider the globalization 
of a colonial politics derived from the Christian measure of what religion “is.” 
Mandair’s reading of how the redefinition of the nature of religion has 
depended on the classification of Oriental religions has enabled him to empha-
size the continued normativity of ontotheology in the disciplining of knowl-
edge and translation of non-Christian traditions.

The consideration of the theological in relation to translation was first 
famously introduced by Walter Benjamin in “The Task of the Translator.” 
More recently, Derrida took up Walter Benjamin’s work in an essay entitled, 
“From Des Tours de Babel” published in English in 2002. However, to under-
stand the political implications of the theological foundations of translation, 
Mandair turns to two more essays of Derrida’s that treat the topic of transla-
tion: “Faith and Knowledge” and the “Theology of Translation,” published 
respectively in English in 2002 and 2004. Mandair’s contribution to the study 
of the translation of religion, religio, combines Sakai’s reading of Kant in rela-
tion to translation as co-figuration with Derrida’s account of translation as 
theology. I will approach Mandair’s elaboration of the problematic posed by 
the imperative of translation through a close reading of his discussion of these 
two essays. I turn first to his development of Derrida’s “Theology of Transla-
tion” in a passage worth quoting at length:

In “Theology of Translation” Derrida speculates on a particular moment in 
German Romanticism, suggesting that “a certain thinking about Bildung,” indeed, 
“all modifications of bilden [form, formation, figure, co(n)figuration, schematiza-
tion, etc.], are inseparable from what one could call precisely the imperative of 
translation.” There is, Derrida suggests, an “ontotheological dimension, a prob-
lematics of ontotheology that is located at the founding of a certain concept of 
translation.” This ontotheological dimension of translation can be found in the 
very operation of co-figuration, which appears innocuously as the Kantian scheme 
of the imagination (Einbildungskraft) but is in fact nothing more than the process 
of objectification of translation, the “totalizing gathering together” of the imagi-
nation into an “art of generalized translation.” This “generalized translation” cor-
responds to an assumed “originary unity” of the imagination, the assumption that 
there is but “one world” into which two languages, or language speakers, are 
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thrown together in the schema of co-figuration. But it is precisely because of this 
assumed “originary unity” that “generalized translation” is already a disavowal of 
translation as such. As a result the “generalized translation” that takes place in any 
schema of co-figuration, any schematization as such is in fact a representation of 
translation, that is, the objectification of translation. The final destination of this 
objectification is to think the inaccessible and in so doing, to give expression to 
what cannot be accessed, namely, the Unknown. This kind of translation, Derrida 
suggests, is no different from theology’s notion of “communion with the divine” 
(Mandair 2009: 100).

The passage is a deft and resourceful reading of Derrida’s text and an impor-
tant elucidation of Mandair’s argument. I am struck by Mandair’s qualifica-
tion of Derrida’s use of bilden as “[. . . co(n)figuration, schematization, etc.],” 
which he has inserted into the quote. The reasons for this arresting aspect of 
Mandair’s text fundamentally lie in Derrida’s text, which does not use the term 
co-figuration but does develop the notion of Einbildung instead of Bildung or 
bilden (which comes up only once in the sense of self-cultivation, or in sich 
bilden.) Our task here is thus to understand where Mandair locates the  Kantian 
scheme of imagination in relationship to Derrida’s treatment of translation.

If one turns to the passage by Derrida that Mandair is quoting, one can see 
that Derrida has written it in the following way: “a moment when a certain 
thinking about Bildung, Einbildung, and all the modifications of bilden . . .” 
Hidden behind Mandair’s text is Derrida’s reference to Einbildung,1 in which 
the emphasis is on something whose significance is in its singular oneness and 
not the unity or manifold of a bilden that forms a Bild, something external to 
the activity. Einbildung is more reflexive; intransitively, it is an image that 
derives its significance from itself rather than being externalized from some-
thing outside. Mandair’s exclusion of Einbildung and insertion of a nominal 
modification (co(n)-figuration, schematization) of the verb bilden, where one 
might expect a verbal function to modify a verb, raises the question of the 
extent to which Mandair is trying to make Derrida productive by reading ele-
ments of his thought through the prism of another’s concept of translation.

I am interested in the meaning that the shift between Derrida and 
Mandair signifies, because it generates Mandair’s reading of the notion of 
“co-figuration” as repeating past imperialisms into postcolonial discourses. 

1 In Derrida’s text, the separate enumeration of the three objects of a “certain thinking” are: 
Bildung, Einbildung, and all the modifications of bilden. Bilden is the activity of the noun Bild 
(image or form) and hence its verbal form. Because Derrida does not say “and all the other 
modifications of bilden,” so that neither Bildung, nor Einbildung are clearly listed as a modifica-
tion of the verb bilden, (and are indeed listed separately from it), one can tentatively state that 
perhaps they are only modifications of Bild, the noun from which they derive. 
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This is best approached by understanding why Derrida does not mention co-
figuration, and what Mandair’s reliance on co-figuration to read Derrida 
enables. Co-figuration is a term which Mandair gleans from Naoki Sakai who, 
in this regard defines it as: “The Kantian schematism (Kant, 1956), the poietic 
technology endowed in the regime of translation which renders it represent-
able may be called “the schema of co-figuration” (Sakai 2006:76). This quote 
is drawn from an article “Translation,” published nine years after his Transla-
tion and Subjectivity (Sakai 1997) and it gives the most succinct sense of how, 
in his earlier work, Sakai was initially developing the notion of the schema of 
co-figuration as a Kantian notion in order to advance the argument that there 
is no possibility of transparency or commensurability of translation as com-
munication between two clearly bounded ethno-linguistic groups. Instead, 
Sakai understands co-figuration as a modern process of constructing national 
languages in which a transfer of information is productive within and of their 
mutual constitution. He contends:

Once translation is determined as the relationship of the two terms as equivalent 
and alike, it gives rise to the possibility of extracting an infinite number of distinc-
tions between the two. Just as in the co-figuration of ‘the West and the Rest’ 
by which the West represents itself, constituting itself by positing everything else 
as ‘the Rest’, conceptual difference allows one term to be evaluated as superior to 
the other. This co-figurative comparison allows for typical binary oppositions—
such as the presence of scientific rationality versus its absence, the future oriented 
spirit of progress versus the tradition-bound sense of social obligation, the inter-
nalization of religious faith and its accompanying secularism versus the insepara-
bleness of the private and the public—to characterize the West and the Rest (Sakai 
2006: 74).

Sakai has a fundamental problem with the opacity at work in the schema of 
co-figuration, and this is what he shares with Mandair i.e., how it produces 
binary oppositions that ascribe authority to one term or condition over the 
other. Sakai’s metaphor for this relation is translation.

Sakai’s direct engagement with the schematic element in Kant however, is 
best approached through his book where he references the issue of its poietic 
technology or function. The term poietic however, does not appear throughout 
the text in Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason. This and the fact that Sakai’s treat-
ment of Kant is limited to a brief statement linked to abbreviated passages 
from Kant or to an extensive quote in a footnote, makes it difficult to trace 
Sakai’s reading of schematism in Kant. Moreover, we are here alerted to how 
Mandair’s convergence with Derrida begins with incorporating Sakai’s reading 
of Kant, which is to some extent a significant departure from Kant, and 
how Mandair gives awareness of the limitations of Sakai’s Kantian model of 
co-figuration. The question that he poses to Sakai is crucial to the shape which 
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that departure takes, and to Mandair’s eventual recourse to Derrida. He asks 
of Sakai: “In other words, why in the moment of its formation, is the mono-
lingualism of the other also the monotheism of the other?” (Mandair 2009: 
100). The theological stakes of Kant’s project are implicit in this question. The 
passage in which Sakai’s elaboration of the term co-figuration references Kant 
is the following:

A foreign language might be represented as a figure. But it is also what Kant called 
the Regulative Idea, in its poietic function. The language to translate from or 
foreign language is not given as “an object absolutely, but as “an object in the 
idea”: in the case that an object is given absolutely, “our concepts are employed to 
determine the object,” but in the latter case “there is in fact only a schema for 
which no object, not even a hypothetical one, is directly given and which only 
enables us to represent to ourselves other objects in an indirect manner, namely in 
their systematic unity, by means of their relation to this idea (Sakai 1997: 56).

To clarify: what Sakai refers to as a Regulative Idea Kant calls a regulative 
principle. The argument proper to Sakai in the above quote can be stated as 
such: A foreign language might be represented as a figure [why does he intro-
duce such hesitation—might be?]; but it is also what Kant called the Regula-
tive Idea [principle], in its poietic function and as such is an “object in the 
idea,” which means that it is only a schema. Sakai’s first statement poses several 
questions. The shift from the specificity of a foreign language to metaphoriz-
ing the foreign language as a figure, is a claim that attempts to universalize it. 
Moreover, as we shall see, when he goes on to state that a foreign language “is 
also what Kant called the Regulative Idea,” then a claim is being made on 
behalf of a foreign language that is equivalent to the place that God or a “wise 
Author of the world” is given within Kant’s critical philosophy.

Sakai’s analogy between a Regulative Idea [principle] in Kant and a foreign 
language is made despite the fact that in Kant the regulative principle ema-
nates from what cannot be known—either God or Reason depending on your 
theological inclination. Not far from the pages in the edition of the Critique of 
Pure Reason to which Sakai refers is the following passage by Kant:

Thus the transcendental, and the only determinate, concept which the purely 
speculative reason gives us of God is, in the strictest sense, deistic; that is, reason 
does not determine the objective validity of such a concept, but yields only 
the idea of something which is the ground of the highest and necessary unity 
of all empirical reality. This something we cannot think otherwise than on the 
analogy of a real sub-stance that, in conformity with laws of reason, is the cause 
of all things.’ . . . We here come upon a distinction bearing on the procedure of 
thought in dealing with one and the same assumption, a distinction which is 
somewhat subtle, but of great importance in transcendental philosophy. I may 
have sufficient ground to assume something, in a relative sense (suppositio 
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relativa), and yet have no right to assume it absolutely (suppositio absoluta). 
This distinction has to be reckoned with in the case of a merely regulative prin-
ciple. We recognise the necessity of the principle, but have no knowledge of 
the source of its necessity; and in assuming that it has a supreme ground, we 
do so solely in order to think its universality more determinately (Kant 1929: 
553-554).

The way Kant configures this relation between regulative principle and schema 
is productive of a knowledge which is limited because this principle is a prin-
ciple of Reason, and thus remains transcendent. Following from this, every-
thing that the imagination does is an attempt to determine the content of 
transcendent reason, but it must fail. This schematism of the imagination cannot 
account for reason but this is how reason regulates the schematism as limited. 
Sakai understands this limiting in terms of equivalency or “co-figuration,” but 
the opacity of what Sakai attributes to Kant’s account is what Kant conceives 
of as the effect of transcendent Reason. Sakai’s avoidance of this effect thus 
confuses two aspects of Kant’s thought, namely the transcendental source of 
the regulative principle and the schematism of the imagination.

Sakai locates the schema of co-figuration as a poietic technology located in 
translation. This allows him to claim for this technology that a foreign lan-
guage belongs to a schema that has no transcendent function, what he refers 
to after Kant, as “an object in the idea.” However, if we return to the passage 
that he quotes from Kant, we can see that Kant regards the “idea” as what 
serves to relate other objects to it. The idea is not on the same level therefore 
as the objects that are connected to it—organised therein is a hierarchy in 
which “the object in the idea” is related to other objects of experience. More-
over, Kant states with regards to “the object in the idea,” that, “It is only a 
schema constructed in accordance with the conditions of the greatest possible 
unity of reason” (Kant 1929: 550). The problem here is that in his concept of 
translation, when Sakai brings together the Regulative Idea with “an object in 
the idea” to denote a language, not only has he brought together two separate 
aspects of Kant’s thinking which are of a different order, he has done so by 
ignoring the transcendental purpose that underpins them both. To claim that 
a foreign language is Kant’s regulative principle is to claim that the empirical 
occupies the place of such a principle, which in Kant happens to be transcen-
dental. This is what Sakai tries to cut off with Kantian schematism when it 
cannot be divorced from its relation to this transcendence. As Kant clearly 
states: “It is only a schema constructed in accordance with the conditions of 
the greatest possible unity of reason–the schema of the concept of a thing in 
general, which serves only to secure the greatest possible systematic unity in 
the empirical employment of our reason” (Kant 1929: 550).
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Hence, Kant’s transcendental principle determines the necessity of schema-
tism but such schematism can never account for its own necessity. It remains 
at best an analogy produced by the imagination as a sensible intuition that 
is limited in its ability to articulate the transcendental principle to which it 
owes its existence. So, when Sakai links co-figuration to a Kantian schema, he 
does so in order to highlight the lack of transparency involved in the process 
of linguistic co-figuration (translation) which assumes a unifying function 
behind each example of language. What he does not take into consideration is 
that the origin of the schema he adopts from Kant attributes a unitary tran-
scendental principle. In other words, the significance of “co-figuration” can-
not be purely empirical if it is to remain within a Kantian schematism. Sakai 
writes, “Collapsing the process of translation onto its co-figurative schemati-
zation, the representation of translation repeatedly discerns the domestic lan-
guage co-figuratively—one unity is figured out, represented and comprehended 
as a spatial figure, in contrast to another—as if the two unities were already 
present in actuality” (Sakai 2006: 74). However, the question that still needs 
to be asked is why for Sakai Kant’s schematism remains meaningful even when 
displaced onto the question of individual unities that found each language. 
This is especially important to note because of the extent that Sakai is depen-
dent on Kant’s schematism. As a result, no matter how abstracted from the 
empirical experiences of language, the signifying function of Sakai’s co-figura-
tion is, in order to be represented as language, guaranteed by assuming the 
transcendent. The co-figurative movement of translation cannot shake this off 
as long as it remains fixed in its Kantian origin.

It is precisely because of Mandair’s own sense of what this signifying func-
tion depends upon that his referencing to “co-figuration” or schema of “co-
figuration” performs another function: that of identifying the ontotheological 
dimension of translation that he contends appears as a Kantian scheme of 
imagination (Einbildungskraft). Mandair opens this other function by turning 
to “Theology and Translation,” Derrida’s investigation into the argument 
about the founding poetic of translation that Shelling makes in his critique of 
Kant. As Mandair rightly states, Derrida’s contends that ontotheology is con-
stitutive of certain notions of translation—at its founding. Derrida’s turn to 
the ontotheological claim Schelling makes therein sets up Derrida’s argument 
and eventual distancing from Kant—an argument that revolves around the 
“apparatus of the functioning of the university.” To this end, Derrida priori-
tizes two moments in Schelling’s thought. First, his insistence contra Kant 
that imagination (Einbildungskraft) is located between understanding and 
reason, the sensible and the intelligible, etc. Second, the idea that originary 
unity is both that which precedes their opposition and that from which they 
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disassociate. Einsbildungskraft is a function of imagination (Einbildung) between 
these oppositions that in turns produces their disassociation from originary 
unity. This is fundamentally different from what is implied by the Kantian 
schema of imagination whereby imagination is confined to a sensible intuition 
and not to the highest level of thinking as in Schelling.

Mandair’s turn to Derrida questions the effectiveness of locating co-figura-
tion in a Kantian schematism while bringing out the need to think translation 
apart from it. Significant to Derrida’s reading of Schelling is a) the existence of 
an originary unity, and b) the grid of oppositions that are disassociated from 
this unity. These oppositions overlap with one another—sensibility is opposed 
to understanding and understanding is opposed to reason and sensible intu-
ition is opposed to intellectual intuition etc.—and they are not in opposition 
to originary unity. They are only dissassociative from it and they are so from 
the perspective of the fact that they have this unity in common. Derrida con-
tends that, for Schelling, the commonality that is originary unity is an ana-
logical condition, a state of symbolic affinity, which provides a passageway 
for translation. Derrida writes: “The analogical translation between the two 
worlds that in fact are only one is assured by the symbol (Bild ) and this sym-
bolicity is developed in the play of Abbildung and Einbildung, of imaginative 
reproduction” (Derrida 2004: 67). Imagination is that which recalls originary 
unity in the moment of disassociation from it and this recalling occurs as 
a double movement that is equally the reproduction of the originary unity 
and a separation from it. Schelling’s rejection of Kant is directed against the 
separation of action and knowledge, which Derrida spells out in terms of 
the reflecting transfer of two translations of our image of the world (thought 
and action), which in turn translate each other, “There is only a reflecting 
transfer, Bildung, Abbildung, (reflected image, reflection), Einbildungskraft. 
Between knowledge and action, the only difference is between two reflected 
images or two reflections of one and the same world, a difference in short in 
translation (Übersetzung and Übertragung)” (Derrida 2004: 75). Hence, imag-
ination (Einsbildungskraft ) is always present in originary unity; but so is rea-
son. Derrida states, “If the imagination (Einbildungskraft) is reason, it is 
because the internal essence of the absolute, and therefore of originary knowl-
edge, is In-Eins-Bildung” (Derrida 2004: 68). Derrida is drawing here from 
Schelling’s argument against Kant’s “Einseitigkeit,” the one-sided advocation 
of reason as originary unity. Since Sakai’s co-figuration is a derivation from 
Kant and only operates in function of Kantian Reason, it relies upon a very 
different structuring for translation from what Derrida, after Schelling, is aim-
ing at. Derrida’s structuring of translation through Schelling locates the imag-
ination as fundamental to originary unity. Accordingly, the imagination that 
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underpins translation is crucially distinct from the empirical workings that in 
Sakai allow schematism and translation to be interchangeable.

Derrida’s engagement with Schelling therefore takes imagination out of the 
restriction of Kantian schematism and does away with the transcendental 
hierarchy that Sakai cannot avoid. Where Sakai collapses the transcendental-
ism of Kant (a transcendentalism that relegates imagination to the empirical 
realm of the sensible) into a “differentiating” empiricism, which neglects 
imagination, Derrida harnesses imagination to the level of Kant’s transcen-
dentalising of reason. As such, in Derrida’s reading of Schelling, both reason 
and imagination are already present in originary unity, but, imagination is 
where the opening of originary unity takes place im Realem and that which 
produces its disassociation, and reason is that which remains ideal (im Ide-
alen). Derrida explains:

In-Eins-Bildung, formation, putting into form and image, gathers together to be 
sure, but this gathering together produces unity. It is a poetic production, since it 
uni-forms without uniformizing [uni-forme sans uniformiser]; it preserves the 
universal and the particular in the imprint that it produces. Whence, by virtue of 
this very particularity, its essential tie to a poetics and to a natural language. The 
internal essence of the absolute is an eternal In-Eins-Bildung that disseminates in 
profuse; its emanation (Ausfluß) traverses the world of phenomena through rea-
son and imagination (Derrida 2004: 69).

The difficulty is how to think about the two as originary unity without their 
dissolution or without falling into the oppositions produced by their disasso-
ciations. Let us not forget that Derrida’s investment in Schelling’s distancing 
from Kant relies on what it allows Derrida to contribute to the thinking of 
translation, which describes the mediating function of imagination as that 
which resolves their contradiction in order to identify that function as produc-
tive of the intertranslatability of oppositions. It is in this sense that Derrida 
claims that In-Eins-Bildung needs to remain somewhat untranslatable; it 
“resists translation” even though it denotes fundamental translatability (Derr-
ida 2004: 68-69). To do so is to preserve the understanding of the constitutive 
translatability (“co-translatability”) between reason and imagination as a “uni-
formation of the uni-versal and the particular” (Derrida 2004: 69). Hence, 
from this we can derive that Derrida posits In-Eins-Bildung as counter to the 
schematic Kantian account of Einbildungskraft. In doing so and as a conse-
quence of this distancing, when he contends, “it is the duality of the languages 
that proves not to be annulled but derived as the result of reflection, of Reflex, 
of the reflected image, which is also to say, of translating transposition (Über-
tragung, Übersetzung) of transfer” (Derrida 2004: 75). In-Eins-Bildung (uni-
forme sans uniformiser) may “contain” co-figuration only as a constitutive 
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translation within the realm of originary unity, and thus in a way that cannot 
admit of a schema.

Hence, the first movement of Mandair’s locating of co-figuration within 
Derrida’s reading of translation is a limiting one: “it appears as . . . but is in fact 
nothing more than . . .” And yet, “nothing more than” suggests the larger order 
functioning of In-Eins-Bildung. As Derrida has stated above, this functioning 
gathers together reason and imagination into a unity whose last instance is 
Urwissen, or absolute knowledge, which allows for the discussion of the theo-
logical in translation. Derrida also remarks that Schelling’s understanding of 
“uni-totality” or “uni-formation” admits the possibility of it leading to the 
illiberal “totalizing absolutization of the State,” through what Derrida sees as 
Schelling’s generalized translation, that is the “onto-theological translation 
without a rupture, without opacity, a universally reflecting translation” that 
eschews “separation, a heterogeneity of codes, and the multiplicity of lan-
guages, not crossing certain limits, nontransparence” (Derrida 2004: 76). In 
Derrida’s reading of Schelling, he discerns an account of generalized transla-
tion as a “pan-rhetoric of translation” which risks, Derrida states “turning into 
a totalizing temptation” of a State’s investment in the “according to the rhythm 
of techno-science” that “has rightly been called the military-industrial com-
plex of the modern State [which] presupposes this unity of the basic and end-
oriented” (Derrida 2004: 78). Derrida concludes in these remarks that for 
Schelling, the State is not the “objectifying translation of knowledge as knowl-
edge but of our originary knowledge as action” (Derrida 2004: 76).  The prob-
lem lies in how the institutional architecture of the university entails an 
objectification of knowledge in the positive sciences as action instead of 
knowledge, because action has been coopted, limited and turned into an “end” 
by the power of the State. In this way action is put into opposition with 
thought, when instead, thought and action should translate one in the lan-
guage of other. This logic of uni-formation is what Schelling sets against the 
institutionalization of a theology of translation.

Approaching general translatabilitity through Schelling’s uni-formation, 
does not, Derrida insists, necessarily mean totalitarianism, homogeneity and 
in-differentiation. Translatability possesses a differentiation and heterogeneity 
that is not merely opposition but which is the “real presentation of knowl-
edge” brought about by translation as a necessary act of finite individuals who 
cannot grasp and overcome totality. But because they cannot do so does not 
mean that there isn’t a “living totality.” There is only one world, Derrida tells 
us and “Each of us gives a translation of this absolute world, an image (Bild ) 
in his own way . . .” (Derrida 2004: 73). It avoids the ideal as always complete 
and presupposes the separation, finiteness, singularity of the individual; this is 
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how “Originary knowledge” can become “real” and not “ideal.” That finitude 
(the individual’s activity that is translation) is never closed or restricted, and its 
opening is productive of an image that is not understood in opposition to 
something original; it is the supplement of God’s revelation—what is lacking 
or deficient in God’s total revelation, “an inaptitude for the great translation.”2 
Such a lack is what causes originary knowledge, which never becomes estab-
lished as an external organism, to circulate through all knowledge, the lack 
that circulates through (i.e. translates) all knowledge.

This poses the question of what happens to the notion of co-figuration 
when it is released from the schematized transcendentalism of Kant (which 
Sakai collapses ), a release that Mandair seems to pursue through the problem-
atic of ontotheology. In his reading, Mandair has transposed Sakai’s critique of 
co-figuration into the language Derrida uses to formulate his discussion of 
In-Eins-Bildung so that the negative moment of “co-figuration,” (i.e., in the 
schematic sense that Sakai describes), is not regenerated by Mandair into the 
positive valence of Derrida’s conceptualization of originary unity and its 
empirically corresponding “one world.” In other words, what Sakai leaves gen-
erally unspoken with regards to how binary-induced authority is produced is 
understood by Mandair as being located within the realm of the theological, 
whose judgment of it is rendered in Heideggerian form as ontotheology, or 
as the continuity of different moments of Western tradition that Mandair 
reads as normative. Whence Mandair’s assertion that ontotheology instead 
assumes an originary unity, that it is the process of the objectification of trans-
lation, and that as such it is a “‘totalizing gathering together’ of the imagina-
tion into an ‘art of generalized translation’.” What Mandair is working with is 
a sequence of terms that Derrida deploys in the “Theology of Translation,” 
namely: a) “originary unity,” b) objectification of translation, and, c) general-
ized translation. The question is whether Mandair groups these in the same 
way as Derrida does, and if he doesn’t, what this contributes to and makes 
productive in Mandair’s analysis.

Where Mandair links originary unity to ontotheology, Derrida understands 
originary unity as generalized translation. As such, how are we to understand 
Derrida’s support of Schelling’s reading of the general translation in/of In-
Eins-Bildung, as a distancing from a Kantian schema of “co-figuration” when 
he posits the summit of originary knowledge in terms of its total objectifica-
tion? The answer lies in the fact that general translation is not necessarily total 

2 The double move is that: God’s revelation cannot be accomplished without the human who 
is the possibility of translation. The condition of the entrance to community with Divine is 
translation.
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objectification even if the former does contains the possibility of the latter—
that is, when originary knowledge is determined by the demand to become 
either a mode of action or equivalent to a mode of action. Indeed, Derrida 
explains that this total objectification is for Schelling a total translation which 
exists only in art, and hence his statement: “an art of generalized translation” 
in which art “can never be limited by an external power (Macht). It is therefore 
independent of the State”3 (Derrida 2004: 73). This is importantly set apart 
from how Derrida explains that for Schelling the total objectification of the 
ideal (rationality), in which only the ideal is taken as totally objective, and 
before it is translated into the real understood as action and not imagination—
here translation is predicated on the separation of the ideal and the real. Der-
rida then identifies this as the differentiated translation of knowledge in 
Schelling, in which the separation of philosophy from the sensible requires the 
translation of the idiom of reason into another idiom, thereby removing its 
analogical function, symbolic affinity and its capacity to function as the gate-
way to translation. In this sense, differentiation in translation restricts origi-
nary knowledge to a positive science, which tries to validate the originary as 
actually being an originary knowledge and not already a translation. (Here 
Derrida follows his account of the notion of restriction and general economy 
elaborated in an early essay on Bataille [Derrida: 1978].) As originary knowl-
edge it invokes knowledge as action in accordance to the state, which produces 
an external organism in which knowledge is presented as objective.

Any reading of co-figuration through Derrida can therefore only be situated 
at a remove from differentiated translation (i.e., as having “removed” the theo-
logical or transcendent). Given co-figuration’s destruction of the origin, it is 
dislodged at the furthermost limit of differentiated translation, which still pre-
serves a connection, albeit negative and opposed to the origin. We have in 
effect a hierarchy of decreasing theology: from generalized translation, to dif-
ferentiated translation, to co-figuration as an effect of this differentiation. 
Mandair’s reading of co-figuration as generalized translation is instead push-
ing for the moment in which religion is the differentiated translation of an 
ideal imposed on all. What emerges from this reading of Derrida is the shift to 
originary knowledge and its construal as religion, its mistranslation, where the 
generalizing aspect of translation gives way to the generating function of the 
power of the State.

Mandair’s concern lies specifically with the translation of the many world 
traditions into the language of religion. This practice barely hides its theologi-

3 Art is the absolute of philosophy held together analogically by Bild, i.e. an “original image 
of the world.”
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cal purpose, which he reads as a theology of translation that takes as its unre-
strained but often covert end the engendering of Christianity as the principle 
that organises and underpins these traditions and the substructures of orga-
nized society. Indeed, Mandair is able to draw on a long history of the hege-
mony of a Christian morality operating in colonized societies. Moreover, the 
stakes of this “theology of translation” are now globalized. This means that the 
concomitant development of Sikhism is now faced with a larger order imposi-
tion of its colonial Christian rereading, one that is backed, made possible and 
enforced by the hubris of the rhetoric and politics of global capital and the 
mechanism of its ideology. Mandair writes,

Globalatinization in all of its manifestations is the result of presupposing a “con-
cept of fundamental translatability [that] is linked poetically to a natural lan-
guage” . . . Today globalization enables the fiduciary, the core mechanism of 
Christianity and its language, to retain its hegemony due to the conceptual appa-
ratus of international law, global political rhetoric—which is also a “generalized 
rhetoric or translatology”—and though Derrida doesn’t specifically mention this, 
the various modes of multiculturalism. It can be seen as the global re-Christian-
ization of the planet through the discourse of secular conceptuality. Though rarely 
acknowledged, wherever the conceptual apparatus of international law and poli-
tics (and multiculturalism . . .) dominates, it speaks through the discourse of reli-
gion. As a result of its implicit “theology of translation” religion is peaceably 
imposed (or violently self-imposed ) on all things that remain foreign to what this 
word designates (Mandair 2009: 104).

Mandair has here ascribed the effects of generalized translation (“generalized 
rhetoric of translatology”) to “globalatinization,” an analogical move that situ-
ates it in relation to multiculturalism but which is also ultimately tied to capi-
tal. Of course, this move begins with Derrida’s own admission in “Theology of 
Translation” that translation is to be understood in terms of how it “presup-
poses and contains within itself a “Lutheran moment . . . “as does every concept 
of translation” (Derrida 2004: 65). What is crucial for Mandair’s account of 
the theologizing of translation as Christian (Lutheran) is the very suggestive 
notion of the fiduciary taken from Derrida’s article, “Faith and Knowledge.”

Derrida turns to the nominal form of fiduciary, the fiduciary, firstly to 
establish the issue of the experience of belief, which he describes as follows: 
“believing or credit, the fiduciary or the trustworthy in the act of faith, fidelity, 
the appeal to blind confidence, the testimonial that is always beyond proof, 
demonstrative reason, intuition” (Derrida 2001a: 70). The later monetary (i.e. 
capitalist) sense appears when Derrida refers to the political context in which 
religion is forcedly abstracted as something to which it has an antagonistic 
reaction and for which it then has to increasingly compensate: “In this very 
place, knowledge and faith, technoscience (“capitalist” and fiduciary) and 
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belief, credit, trustworthiness, the act of faith will always have made common 
cause, bound to one another by the band of their opposition” (Derrida 2001a: 
43). In order to undo this sense of a common cause, Derrida puts forward 
Marx’s critique of the ideology of religion. Here Derrida undertakes a foray 
into the deconstruction of the “Christian axiomatics of Kant” which in its 
most “radically fiduciary form” sets itself up as the purely and indissoluble 
moral parameter of opposition to a dogmatic faith. This dogmatic faith, by 
disregarding the difference between knowledge and faith, is categorically com-
pelled to missionise in the vernacular of Christianity (Derrida 2001a: 49-52). 
Derrida contends, “The fiduciary is thus locatable within the contaminating 
tandem of religion with technoscientistic reason and is presupposed within 
the stakes produced by the access of different religions to the global market of 
telecommunication networks and tele-techonoscience (Derrida 2001a: 79). 
The indissociability of capitalist economy from tele-technoscientific reason 
sets in motion a fiduciary trust in/of Christianity that is globalized into being 
the moral parameter of other religious traditions, what Mandair will call a 
global fiduciary.

When Mandair attempts to undo this fiduciary that underpins globalatini-
zation he does so by reiterating Derrida’s question about whether religion is 
simply untranslatable. Mandair writes, “This is nevertheless a belief that could 
be unmade, deconstructed at any moment, if one were to suspend belief in the 
translatability of [sic] term religio, by, for example, asking the question, “What 
if religion remained untranslatable?” which would thereby amount to sus-
pending belief in the global fiduciary” (Mandair 2009: 422).4 Significantly, 
Derrida embeds this question in a second question that has far reaching con-
sequences. Derrida writes, “And if this question, and a fortiori the response to 
which it appeals, where to inscribe us already in an idiom whose translation 
remains problematic?” (Derrida 2001a: 67). Derrida understands the question 
about the untranslatability of religio as being already a response to what he 
calls “an idiom whose translation remains problematic.” For Derrida, the 
problematic of translation does not reside in religio so much as it resides in 
another level of thinking about the origins, plural, of which religio itself is a 
one-sided translation, understood here much in the same way that Schelling 
leveled a charge of “Einseitigkeit” against Kant. What poses the problematic of 

4 What is curious in this claim is that Derrida’s religio does not rely upon a simple untranslat-
ability. In fact Derrida retains a problematic that is the effect of translation when religion is 
deconstructed. Derrida’s question already understands religio “in an idiom whose translation 
remains problematic” (Derrida 2001a: 67). Mandair shares the very same reasons with Derrida 
who clarifies that even the term religion is constitutive of its Christian dominance.
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translation in Derrida begins with what really must remain untranslatable. 
Derrida locates this untranslatability in the two sources of religion:

1.  the experience of belief, on the one hand (believing or credit, the fiduciary of 
the trustworthy . . .; and

2.  the experience of the unscathed, of sacredness or of holiness, on the other? 
(Derrida 2001a: 70).

Derrida insists absolutely that these two sources “should never be confused or 
reduced to one another as is almost always done” (Derrida 2001a: 70). He 
then goes on to state that what “religion” does is to “figure [the] ellipse” of 
these two sources because “it both comprehends the two [sources] but also 
sometimes shrouds their irreducible duality in silence, in a manner precisely 
that is secret and reticent” (Derrida 2001a: 72). Here, Derrida makes religion 
“figure” its two sources and their relation, but what permits this “figuring” is 
that these two sources are irreducible to one another. This relation, the ellipse, 
protects the unscathed, holy, or uncontaminated heilig, from the globalatini-
zation of a religion. The existence of such an ellipse allows Derrida to pose the 
following fundamental question: “Why should the concept of religion be 
solely Christian?” (Derrida 2001a: 72). The implications of this question are 
far reaching for the two themes that Mandair has placed at the centre of this 
book: religion and translation. According to what Derrida says, the two sources 
of religion cannot in any way be understood as co-figuration—in Spectres of 
Marx, Derrida even uses the word “figure” as an anti-Kantian and anti-
logocentric metaphor of substitution only to denounce it as spectral (Derrida: 
1994). Why it cannot be so understood is because the two sources of religion 
are separated by an ellipsis whose reticence and secretiveness admits no figure 
or symbol to stand in its place. One or the other source can be figured but 
together they do not translate one into the other. Religio is only a differenti-
ated—that is, a partially and thus inadequately abstracting—account of the 
experience of the unscathed or the heilig. Religion’s move away from the 
unscathed is the latter’s diminishment. What this move repeats is what is at 
stake in Derrida’s turn to Schelling, when Derrida emphasizes In-Eins-Bildung 
as the relation of reason and imagination. Let us recall here Derrida’s presenta-
tion of the fundamental translatability of In-Eins-Bildung, which at the same 
time resists translation. The invitation is thus for all of us in this “one world” 
to partake in the translation of this originary unity, always in itself in transla-
tion, and thus constantly refigured. To do so is to partake in “community with 
the Divine.”

The level at which Derrida understands untranslatability is not absolute but 
only in regard to the hypocrisy of derivative equivocation between different 
religious traditions (Christianity and its others). And yet, one would be right 
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to ask, given Derrida’s contention that every concept of translation contains 
within it a Lutheran moment, how Derrida conceives of this invitation to 
translation. This can be best approached through his discussion of the essential 
relation of translation to sacred writings which remain ineffaceable to the 
structure of translation (Derrida 2004: 64). Derrida is here referring to that 
which has remained largely silent throughout our discussion, Walter Benja-
min’s “The Task of the Translator.” In “Des Tours de Babel,” Derrida borrows 
and discusses Benjamin’s phrase “a holy growth of language” and considers it 
in relation to “the interlinear version (of the Bible) as the Urbild, the proto-
typical ideal, the originary image or form of translation” (Derrida 2001b and 
2004: 64). Perhaps the time has come to seriously consider the fragmentary 
nature that Benjamin ascribes to that Urbild of the original, “as the broken 
parts of a greater language, just as fragments are the broken part of a vessel” (as 
trans. in Jacobs 1975: 762). As Carol Jacobs makes clear, for Benjamin, “the 
final outcome of translation is still “a broken apart.” Her contention that 
“Translation may indeed be metaphorical for criticism . . . [and] bound to a 
certain irony,” suggests then, that the irony may now lie in how “the messianic 
valorization of the holy scriptures . . . serves to usher in the fundamental frag-
mentation which interlinear translation performs” (Jacobs 1975: 763-764). In 
order to arrest the proliferation of religio, understanding the return to the 
sacred traditions as a return to an originary unity that can only be recovered in 
its fragmentation may be the final irony that the study of religion has to face.
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